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The Alabama Theatre, located in the heart of downtown Birmingham, was designed 
by the Chicago architectural firm of Graven and Mayger. Its overall style is 
characterized by the numerous Spanish Renaissance and Baroque details which appear 
throughout the structure, though the facade has been treated in a Sullivanesque 
fashion and the six interior lounges depict a variety of motifs. When the theatre 
opened on December 26, 1927, it was the largest and most magnificent that the state 
had seen.

The structure is an L-shaped brick building, with the end of the short ell forming 
a narrow 4%-story facade on 3rd Avenue North. Flanking the theatre entrance on the 
west is another section of this short ell, a 4-bay 4-story commercial building, which 
is also part of the theatre complex. The auditorium is located in the large ell, 
perpendicular to the foyer, and extends through the middle of the block to 18th 
Street. Rising 4% stories, the structure faces the northwest and occupies approximately 
18,000 square feet of space.

Though it generates an overall feeling of Spanish eclecticism, the theatre facade 
is actually a composite of the old and the new. The individual elements--the 
sculptural parapet, intricately molded arch, carved tympanum, spiral columns, and 
heraldic panels--are derived from the Spanish Renaissance and Baroque periods, but 
their arrangement is basically Sullivanesque. This modern treatment appears in 
the central vertical arch, the distinct division of the slender windows, the unbroken 
piers, and the geometric treatment of the piers and the upper facade. The same 
composite of styles--the Sullivanesque vertically and Spanish details--is carried 
out on the facade of the commercial structure and on the 18th Street elevation 
(southwest).

Entrance to the theatre is through the ticket lobby and into the Hall of Mirrors, 
a three-story marble-walled room with a series of panelled mirrors accenting the walls 
and ceiling. At the far end of the room, a marble stairway leads to a spacious 
balcony which supports two large elaborately wrought chandeliers. Below the balcony, 
a passage leads into the Grand Lobby.

The Grand Lobby is a high rectangular hall, lined by rows of marble pilasters 
which have rose-colored shafts and verd antique capitals. Spanish-influenced 
ornament, such as the coffered ceiling and intricately carved frieze and capitals, 
adorns much of the surface area of the room. Further enhancing the elaborate 
setting are a hugh chandelier and several large sconces. Wide doorways, featuring 
heavy wrought iron gates, separate the lobby from the auditorium foyer, and a large 
stairway leads to the balcony and mezzanine levels. At these upper levels, wall 
openings provide a spectacular view of the Grand Lobby.

The auditorium, which originally had a seating capacity of 3,000 consists of 
the main floor and two balcony levels. It is ornamented with numerous Spanish 
Renaissance and Baroque elements, including the intricate pierced organ screens, 
heraldic shields, spiral columns, and coffered ceiling. Decorating the arched
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ceiling area is a field of coffers divided by large garlands which cross the width 
of the auditorium. A large ellipitical dome, in the center of the ceiling, is 
roughly textured to reflect light. In addition, the soffits of the balcony and 
mezzanine are decorated with similar lace-like plaster ornaments, and the balcony 
features several illuminated domes. The procenium opening is 49 feet wide and 
26 feet high, and the arch is decorated with a flowing floral pattern which is 
entwined at the bases of the arch and joins in a large blossom at the opening. 
The orchestra pit contains a Wurlitzer four-manual console organ on an elevator 
lift that originates in the basement and rises to stage level. It has 20 ranks 
of several thousand pipes ranging in size from 3 inches to 16 feet. It can 
produce sounds equivalent to a 70-piece symphony orchestra plus a 20-piece jazz 
band.

In addition to the main floor, there is a basement, mezzanine, and three 
upper stories. Wide hallways, foyers, and elaborate lounges fill in the space 
not occupied by the auditorium, and a maze of maintenance and equipment rooms 
and dressing areas for the entertainers are concelaed in non-public areas.

Six lounge areas are designed in a wide variety of styles and furnished 
with decorative art objects. On the balcony level, a ladies' lounge features 
a Chinese Tea Room motif, with low-relief Chinese dragons adorning the walls. 
The men's lounge on this level, called the Hunting Room, is styled after a 
Tudor Period English lodge, with heavy half-timbers surrounding rough plastered 
panels. More elaborate still, are the three lounges on the basement level. 
The main lounge, called the Spanish Room, has a large fireplace with a sparkling 
tile hearth. Flanking this is the ladies' lounge, known as the Adam Room for 
its delicate Adamesque molding and paneling. The men's lounge, or College Room, 
is designed in the style of a Tudor Gothic manor hall, with panelled wainscoting 
decorating the walls. This myriad of motifs provides a fanciful contrast to 
the otherwise Spanish feeling of the structure.

Only a few modifications have been made on the Alabama since it opened in 
1927. These include replacing the carpeting and auditorium seats on the first 
floor, and removing the glimmering silver front stage curtain. The Wurlitzer 
organ has been recently restored to good working order and the general structural 
condition of the theatre has been maintained.
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When the Alabama Theatre opened in 1927, it was the state's largest and most 
ornate movie palace. Stylistically, it was a composite of Spanish Renaissance 
and Baroque details which were given a modern Sullivanesque treatment on the facade. 
It was designed by the Chicago architectural firm of Graven and Mayger for the 
Publix Theatres chain, an entertainment corporation based in New York. Among the 
few of Graven and Mayger T s theatres still remaining, it is one of the finest 
extravagant pre-Depression theatres in the southeast.

The architects, Anker S. Graven and Arthur Guy Mayger, began their careers in 
the famous Rapp and Rapp firm, but in the mid-1920 f s they formed their own partner 
ship. Specializing in theatre design during the decade of the lavish movie palace, 
they continued to work in the opulent style of Rapp and Rapp. In fact, the foyer 
of the Alabama was reportedly styled after that of Rapp and Rapp's Paramount 
Theatre in New York, and Mayger is known to have assisted in the Paramount design 
while employed with that firm. Other theatres attributed to Graven and Mayger 
include the Minnesota in Minneapolis, the Hollywood and Fischer in Detroit, and 
the Palace in Rochester. Of these, only the Fischer remains, though its interior 
has been completely gutted.

The Publix Theatres Corporation, created by Balaban and Katz in 1926, became 
the largest cinema chain of its time in the United States. When the Alabama opened 
on December 26, 1927, Publix already operated two theatres in Birmingham, the 
Strand and the Galax, but neither these nor any other in the city could approach 
the elaborate design and spectacular shows of the Alabama.

Publix aimed to "bring Broadway to Birmingham" with its host of entertainers 
which were featured at the Alabama. Broadway shows produced by such men as John 
Murray Anderson, Jack Partington, and Frank Cambria came directly from the Paramount 
in New York to the Alabama. The theatre had a full symphony orchestra and a large 
stage band conducted by Ralph Pollock. Later Vie Ince became a local celebrity, 
entertaijiing in the style of Publix's famous bandleader Paul Ashe. The "Mighty 
Wurlitzer" organ, a sensational feature of many Publix theatres, was the first 
Birmingham had seen. It was basically a pipe organ, but it could imitate the 
sounds of every musical instrument as well as produce a myriad of special sound 
effects. Played by organist Joseph Alexander, it provided dramatic background 
music for the silent films. In addition to the many entertainers Publix brought 
to the Alabama, the company also provided a well-trained managerial staff to attend 
to the comforts of the movie-goers and to maintain the 3,000-seat theatre.
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Plitt Southern Theatres has informed us that the following organizations own a 
partial interest in the building.

James A. Parsons
Vice President
Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association
555 South Flowers Street
Los Angeles, California 90071

Mr. Roger Lund
Legal Department
American Broadcasting Company, Inc.
1330 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019
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The lavish movie palace, an exhibit equal to the spectacular stage shows, 
had been built at a cost of approximately $1,500,000. While the overall style 
drew from the Spanish Renaissance and Baroque periods, a variety of motifs 
were utilized in the interior ornamentation and the six lounges. Enormous 
amounts of material were required to complete the structure, and as much attention 
was given to the technical details as to the artistic elements. The air 
conditioning and central vacuum systems, in particular, were novel for the time. 
After only nine months of construction, the theatre stood as one of the largest 
and most modern in the South.

When the Alabama opened, its style and stage presentations characterized 
the extravagant mood of the decade. But by the Spring of 1929, the big stage 
shows and silent films were gradually being threatened by a new marvel, the 
talking picture. Then final disaster for the giant movie palaces came in 
October, with the stock market crash. Publix and the other chains could no 
longer hold together their troupes of entertainers, and the theatres which 
remained open began offering films only.

The Alabama continues to operate as a movie theatre, now seating approximately 
2,211 people. Since being owned by the Publix chain, it has passed to the Wilby- 
Kincey Service, to the American Broadcasting Company, and very recently to 
Plitt Theatres. Very few alterations have been made to the building, and the 
"Mighty Wurlitzer" has recently been restored to good working order. Today the 
theatre is threatened by the high cost of operation and the convenience of 
surburban theatres and television, but it continues to show first-run films 
and currently offers a matinee for downtown shoppers and an enrichment series 
for students.
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